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ARTS AND

literature

criticism
mark
clark
dark dennis fantasy As a response to the world sunstone

13

august 1989

23 25

darc

james V darryl F zanucks brigham young A film in context BYU
5YU
studies 29 winter 1989 5 33
england eugene why nephi killed laban reflections on the truth of the book
of mormon dialogue 22 fall 1989 32 5 11
hicks michael the salt lake temple sunstone 13 february 1989 42 43
miller susan H A song for one still voice hymn of affirmation dialogue
22 spring 1989 80 85
telford john terry tempest williams royden card art and the promised
land sunstone 13 february 1989 11 13
walker steven C De constructing the bible literature and belief 9 1989
8 17

music

adams rebecca smith ill say no the friend 19 october 1989 34 35
ashworth kathryn R A weathered cross beside the wall in harvest contemporary mormon poems edited by eugene england and dennis clark
oark
dark
254 salt lake city signature books 1989
cannon ann edwards the new childrens songbook ensign 19 june 1989
14 17

day saints salt lake
of the churchofjesus
childrens songbook odthe
of jesus christ of
latter yay
ofthe
oflatter
city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
garnero juliet warriors for the lord the new era 21 19 august 1989 7
gamero
gardner marvin K and vanja Y watkins 1 I will look unto the lord in every
thought the friend 19 january 1989 46 47
gates crawford and virginia maughan kammeyer on a golden springtime
the friend 19 march 1989 43
hicks michael mormonism and music A history urbana university of illinois

press 1989
scott H duvall is chair of the rare books and manuscripts department harold B
young university
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126

BYU

studies

hunter donnell how glorious Is the voice we hear in harvest contemmark 259
porary mormon poems edited by eugene england and dennis clark
dark
salt lake city signature books 1989
linton elizabeth K we are your daughters the new era 21 19 august
1989

10 11

milner nita dale line upon line

the friend 19 june

1989

46

novels

allred gordon T please bless marilyn salt lake city bookcraft 1989
card orson scott the abyss new york pocket books 1989
folk of the fringe west bloomfield mich phantasia press 1989
prentice alvin new york T doherty associates 1989
cox janet stoneflower
Stone flower salt lake city bookcraft 1989
haroldeen
Jaroldeen the falcon heart salt lake city bookcraft 1989
edwards jaroldeen
freeman judith the chinchilla farm new york norton 1989
freeman sophie from everlasting to everlasting port washington NY
ashley books 1989
Nep hites A novel A modern
heimerdinger chris tennis shoes among the nephites
adventure in anancientland
an ancient land sait
salt lake city covenant publishers 1989
saltlake
hilton joni winn dating no guts no glory salt lake city covenant publishers 1989
athenaeum
Atheneum 1989
hughes dean family pose new york atheneum
nutty the movie star new york athenaeum
Atheneum
atheneum 1989
irvine robert the angels share new york st martins 1989
jennings melinda love hannah salt lake city bookcraft 1989
johnson kraig jennys quest bountiful utah horizon 1989
keddington dorothy flower ofthe
odthe
of the winds sandy utah skybird publishers 1989
kidd kathryn H paradise vue greensboro NC hatrack river 1989
mccloud susan evans A A seagull salt lake city bookcraft 1989
A dream to follow salt lake city hawkes publishing 1989
A vow to keep salt lake city deseret book co 1989
moss robert H the abridger A novel of mormon salt lake city acme publishers 1989
newman marsha fire and glory the millennial story part 11
II salt lake city
wellspring publishing 1989
randle kristen D on the side of the angels salt lake city bookcraft 1989
smallwood susan dean you re a rock sister lewis greensboro N C hatrack
river 1989
weyland jack stephanie salt lake city deseret book co 1989
yorgason blaine M decision point salt lake city covenant publishers 1989

personal essays

abunuwara ehab nothing holy A different perspective of israel dialogue 22

fall 1989 92

101

aldren gonzalo in asuncion inscape
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anderson paris the weed dialogue 22 spring 1989 118 26
barber phyllis on rewriting and practicing the piano weber studies 6 spring
1989 351
41
198935
barnes
bames donna lee bowen

A struggle for an eternal order in As women of
womens s conferences edited by mary
selected from the BYU women
faith talks selectedfrom
E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 69 87 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
bates irene M toward a more mature view dialogue 22 summer 1989
97 101
boggess brian D of giants and germs inthe
in the restored gospel and applied
Kay 1 10
christianity studentessays
student essays in honor ofpresident
mckay
OMc
of president david 0
provo utah center for the study of christian values in literature and
religious studies center 1989
burgess gary weekends on his houseboat sunstone 13 june 1989 41 42
bushman claudia L sunset ward dialogue 22 summer 1989 119 30
cannon helen B
dialogue 22 winter 1989 115 18
of the book
carr courtney crossing the bridge inscape 1 1989 93 97
cottam william A little love story
dialogue 22 fall 1989 117 22
storydialogue
davidson rebecca piatt A spiritual coup learning to love in the land of

revolutions in the restored gospel and applied christianity student
essays inhonor ofpresidentdavid
Kay 11 23 provo utah center
ofpresident
mckay
of President david O
0 Mc
for the study of christian values in literature and religious studies
center 1989
dushku alexander entropy the light of christ universal order and man the
restored gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of
president david 0 mckay 25 36 provo utah center for the study of
christian values in literature and religious studies center 1989
evenson brian puberty inscape 1I 1989 99 10
101
loi1
faletti alex A clearing in the storm in the restored gospel and applied
christianity student essays in honor of president david 0 mckay
student essays in honor of president david 0 mckay 37
44 provo
3714
utah center for the study of christian values in literature and religious
studies center 1989
fogg brian J sand dollars gracing a shore within reach in the restored
gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of president
david 0 mckay 45 53 provo utah center for the study of christian
values in literature and religious studies center 1989
gillum signe hale worse Is better inas women offaith
selected prom
faith talks selectedfrom
of falth
from
the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 196 200 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
glenn shaffee
sharlee
shafiee mullins faith in the face of absurdity in the restored gospel
and applied christianity student essays in honor ofpresident
of president david 0
mckay 55 63 provo utah center for the study of christian values in
literature and religious studies center 1989
hayes michael D people perfect the celestial software in the restored
gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of president
david 0 mckay 65 77 provo utah center for the study of christian
values in literature and religious studies center 1989
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jackson stephen A A day in ulster inscape 1 1989 107 15
jarvis rebecca doubt and belief academic and religious ways of knowing
student essays in honor
and applied christianity studentessays
restored gospelandapplied
in the
therestored
ani
ofpresident
of president david 0 mckay 79 86 provo utah center for the study of
christian values in literature and religious studies center 1989
monnon sunstone 13
kenney scott at home at sea confession of a cultural mormon
june 1989 16 21
moloney karen marguerite beached on the wasatch front probing the Us and
them paradigm dialogue 22 summer 1989 101 13
1906 dialogue 22 winter 1989112
1989 112 14
morris aldyth christmas morning 1906dialogue
pack shari E communities of love inas women offaith
selected from
faith talks selectedfrom
of falth
the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 191 95 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
peterson levi S juanita brooks my subject my sister dialogue 22 spring
1989

16 28

robison clayne W
1989

A web of illuminating moments

sunstone

13

august

33 37

rodeback david the image of christ in the restored gospel and applied
christianity student essays in honor ofpresident
of president david 0 mckay 87
98 provo utah center for the study of christian values in literature and
religious studies center 1989
saderup dian obviously arthur dialogue 22 fall 1989 102 16
pilgrims in time dialogue 22 spring 1989 99 105
sillito john A mormon out of misunderstanding
dialogue 22 summer
1989

113 18

smith dennis grandpas coffee dialogue 22 winter 1989 120 2 1L
sorensen peter J trifling with sacred things A public confession sunstone
13 june 1989 40 41
taylor gay if I1 were god dialogue 22 spring 1989 106 13
taylor samuel W if 1I were satan dialogue 22 spring 1989 114 17
donlu dewitt top kingdom the mormon race for the celestial
thayer conlu
gates dialogue 22 fall 1989 12 311
voros J frederic jr do you still believe in magic why the sixties generation
Is losing faith sunstone 13 august 1989 16 22
weber shannon life in an oversized family the new era 21 19 august
1989

16 19
1I am the light of my world

uny
any
and applied
wilcox brad
in the restored gospel andapplied
christianity student essays in honor ofpresident
of president david 0 mckay 99
104 provo utah center for the study of christian values in literature and
religious studies center 1989
poetry

alberts nancy cold Is nice the friend 19 january 1989 17
11 15 no 1 1989
8
II
ailen lynette K for rose exponent 1115
alien
allen
anderson paris A case for the rain dialogue 22 winter 1989 132 33
ashworth kathryn R about trees 55 56 deer hunt 54 the gypsy 53
54 it Is november 54 weber studies 6 fall 1989
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backstrom erik instant replay the new era 21 19 august 1989 27
blittle child shail
alittle
arthurr
bassett arthur
anthur R A diptych A little
shali
shall
littie
shallleadthem
lead them psalm sunstone
13 june 1989 9
II 15 no 1 1989 9
beazer danielle london exponent 11
bradshaw dorothy jim ensign 19 august 1989 7
brimley dawn baker waking moments provo utah author 1989
new
era 21 19 november 1989 511
TheNe
treme
buckner pat diane loves voices the
theme
wEra
thenewera
buhler janean the wish the new era 19 february 1989 511
card orson scott prentice alvin and the no good plow sunstone 13 august
1989

28 32

carlisle katherine kites at play the new era 21 19 august 1989 25
chidester E leon capricorn 54 if this house should bum 53 54 with
my son in the principals office public school 317 52 53 weber
studies 6 spring 1989
clark
oark dennis bread and water BYU studies 29 winter 1989 34
dark
11 15 no I1 1989
9
cook helen mar trapeze artist exponent II
cooper inez S Sou
soujourn
journ in israel cedar city utah southern utah state
college 1989
1989 46
Pharis ees ensign 19 july 198946
dale marilyn F beware the leaven of the pharisees
davies john snow BYU studies 29 winter 1989 66
dewhurst S H right at home the friend 19 november 1989 10
freeman jennifer listen the new era 19 april 1989 511
furse nani lii S cumorah dusk the new era 21 19 august 1989 21
diamond the new era 21 19 august 1989 211
great grandmother the new era 21 19 august 1989 28
gabbott mabel jones beginnings the friend 19 february 1989 5
19
igi august 1989 23
halcrow heather duel the new era 21 191
halcrow heather paper swans the new era 21 19 august 1989 28
halcrow heather sunset the new era 21 19 august 1989 29
hamblin laura divorce dialogue 22 fall 1989 65
frogs in paria canyon inscape 1 1989 79
lindon cannery november 12 1982 dialogue 22 fall 1989 65
the next weird sister loses weight inscape 1 1989 80 82
palenque sunstone 13 april 1989 12
harris john S hotblood BYU studies 29 summer 1989 69 70
harvest contemporary mormon poems edited by eugene england and dennis
clark
oark salt lake city signature books 1989
dark

the following

is a list of poems published for the first time in

harvest

contemporary mormon poems

ailen
allen
alien penny
flesh

drought
124

126

tefnut

the word

was unperfected till made

125

blanchard mary bereft 198 elegy for geoffrey barber
199 prayers 198
bradford mary lythgoe assuagement 63
clark
oark dennis for anders at seventy days 163
dark
england eugene pilgrims 82
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evans kathy bright waves and separate entities 173 half the fenis
ferris
fen is
wheel 174 midnight reassembled 172 red 174
graves steven william the dunes at truro 177 hard freight
175 76
1811 winter landscape 184
hall randall L brazilian afternoons 18
hamblin laura the next weird sister bathes in the river jordan 232
home lewis driving my daughter to moose jaw for her patriarchal

blessing 77 21st birthday 76
howe susan things in the night sky 195 to my great great
grandmother 194 the woman whose brooch I1 stole 196
karamesines patricia gunter horseshoe canyon the wall paintings
224 the servant girl 222 23
gos 14
king arthur henry timpanogos
Timpano
larsen lance light 233 A philanthropist speaks to his lawyer
238 tadpoles 236
liu timothy final preparations 250
miller rob hollis mythical bird 200 201
palmer M D after thunder 206 coda 207 rural Tortillas
hortillas
tortillas
204 5
partridge dixie L leaming
learning to quilt 150 A woman dreams of her
daughter 151
pere vemice
demice Wineera
wineera blue her eyes 120 half caste 119 homecoming 117 on utah lake 118
sandberg karl C red buttes in navajo country 74 75
sharp loretta randall colleagues 107
sillitoe linda an early elegy in lower case 186
stark helen candland marriage portion 4
tanner anita finding questions 170 residual farmer 169
taylor sally T before 1I was bom my father 123 embryo 121

labor

121 22

thayne emma lou woman of another world 1I am with you 42
tice richard fly fishing 212 haiku night in the sickroom 213
haiku night rain 213 haiku wild geese 213
todd P karen in the ossuary 219 20
white philip the citypeople
Citypeople speak 240
wilcox ronald multiplicity parts 5 7 89 93 A skeletons reap
upraisal
pra isal
praisal

hawkins lisa bolin
1989

93

on going to see casablanca

11
exponent II

15

no

1

8

hemming jill early through winter dialogue 22 winter 1989 13
1311
herdegen auralie M coming home the new era 21 19 august 1989 26
hickenbotham kathy A prophet the friend 19 august 1989 16
hicks michael first vision sunstone 13 april 1989 6
hombaker lyle oops the new era 19 march 1989 511
howard sherwin W lesser voices dialogue 22 spring 1989 128 3 11
huff michael death smiles inscape 1I 1989 87
the desert inscape 1 1989 90
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inscape
catinscape
CatIn

1

1989

131

88
1989

89
mountain inscape 1
11
hurzeler janet F inland exponent 1115
II 15 no 1 1989 9
jackson fleda brown the route we take BYU studies 29 summer 1989
28 30

keenan teresa dogwood inscape 1 1989 85
every farmers fence inscape 1 1989 86
kellum rachel fathers the new era 21 19 august 1989 29
forgotten sundays the new era 21 19 august 1989 24
seasons the new era 21 19 august 1989 27
kimball stanley B A psalm de profundis
Profundis reflections on psalm 130 sunstone
13 february 1989 5
kirk cindy kindness the new era 19 january 1989 511
klingler yolanda the jigsaw puzzle ensign 19 july 1989 47
larson clinton F the civil war poems provo utah brigham young university
ver sity 1989
first grader ensign 19 august 1989 7
liu timothy the body of christ sunstone 13 august 1989 7
the lords table dialogue 22 summer 1989 139
martial art in harvest contemporary mormon poems edited by eugene england and dennis oark
clark 245 salt lake city signature books
dark
1989 first published in jacaranda review 42
4.2
42 1989
nanking BYU studies 29 summer 1989 48
nativity in nicaragua sunstone 13 june 1989 23
rust sunstone 13 june 1989 41
so cal gridlock an anthology of southern california poetry long
applezaba press 1989
beach Applezaba
two fishermen in hong kong dialogue 22 summer 1989 138
variations on death in harvest contemporary mormon poems edited
by eugene england and dennis dark
clark
oark 246 47 salt lake city signature
4.2
books 1989 first published in jacaranda review 42
42 1989
mccloud susan evans morning worship ensign 19 august 1989 7
martinson pam blue eyes and eggshells
Egg shells the new era 21 19 august
24
metamorphosis the new era 21 19 august 1989 22
menssen debra advice the new era 21 19 august 1989 25
miller rob hollis mythical bird sunstone 13 august 1989 24
moloney karen marguerite snowfall at glenflesk dialogue 22 spring
1989 86
the viewing sunstone 13 april 1989 36
pace brent on a photo by cartier bresson 1928 inscape 1 1989 83
when the german house tree blew down inscape 1 1989 84
palmer M D canning sunstone 13 june 1989 42
davids music sunstone 13 january 1989 20
partridge dixie abandoned Fan
farmyard
nyard november dialogue 22 fall 1989 9 11
cliff dwellings dialogue 22 fall 1989 90
Watermarks the reservoir commonweal 116 1989 118
watermarks
peterson aryn
tryn my pepper tree the new era 19 may 1989 511
1989
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rawlins C L all souls day weber studies 6 spring 1989 68
rees robert A salamander sunstone 13 august 1989 26 27
11
richardson cathy L pursuit of excellence exponent 1115
II 15 no 1 1989 20
german friendly dragon the friend 19 july 1989 22
risser frances gorman
what 1I like the friend 19 may 1989 22
roberts katherine sneakers the new era 19 july 1989 511
11
II 15 no 1 1989 9
rockwood kathie womb ward exponent 1115
russell solveig paulson its spring the friend 19 march 1989 42
the rose the friend 19 june 1989 15
seibert D musical flight the friend 19 october 1989 45
sharp loretta randall accommodation sunstone 13 february 1989 32
Breathings sunstone 13 june 1989 33
breathings
fear sunstone 13 june 1989 39
watching 12n sunstone 13 august 1989 37
sheffield linda madsen gathering ensign 19 july 1989 46
sherrill A bryan missionary work the new era 19 june 1989 67
sillitoe linda beside the wheel sunstone 13 february 1989 10
during recess dialogue 22 spring 1989 69
killer sunstone 13 april 1989 39 and june 1989 45
the kings new taster sunstone 13 august 1989 25
sonnet on lifes dangers dialogue 22 spring 1989 68
snedecor barbara elliott blessing ensign 19 june 1989 35
spencer mary lou traffic signs the friend 19 january 1989 24
tanner anita identity crisis exponent 11II 15 no 1I 1989 9
on a denver bus dialogue 22 winter 1989 119
thayne emma lou there Is in children ensign 19 june 1989 35
thomton laurie W the garden the friend 19 april 1989 34
tolman jon heart of isaiah the new era 19 september 1989 5 11
11 15 no 1I 1989
8
tucker denise marys and marthas exponent II
umphrey michael in the shadow of the sun ensign 19 july 1989 46
voorhies janice leavitt family prayer the friend 19 november 1989 24
walker harold S when words fail the new era 21 19 october 1989 5 11
waugh michelle settling to sleep the new era 21 19 august 1989 23
white philip after the wedding inscape 1 1989 78
Crab
apples inscape 1 1989 75
crabapples
flood inscape 1 1989 76
morning inscape 1 1989 77
three poems for my mother dialogue 22 summer 1989 75 77
II 15 no 1 1989 8
Foreordained exponent 11
wolf carol E foreordained
the midwife exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 9

short stories
bennion john breeding leah utah holiday 19 december 1989 46 50
bradshaw anne C beyond the thorns the new era 19 april 1989 44 49
chandler neal Benedic
benediction
book of stories salt lake city university of utah
tionA
riona
tlonaA bookofstories
press 1989
11 14 no 4 1989
II
14 15
dixon barbara hart clay pigs exponent 1114
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douch cherry pima potae
kotae inscape 1 1989 13 18
evenson brian amparo inscape 1 1989 39 50
french nancy making peters wish ensign 19 march 1989 70 73
geary edward A jack mormons
cormons dialogue 22 spring 1989 132 41
gullino derek gadamers
Ga
damers maid inscape 1 1989 7 12
hinckley susan meredith the grandpa quilt the new era 19 july 1989
44
47
447
home lewis monas family sunstone 13 june 1989 34 39
jones helen walker going through the list sunstone 13 april 1989 33 36
new era 19 january 1989
kennington patty redd cheryls
46 50
shenew
thenew
Chery
198946
ls poem the
kimball suzanne black walnut inscape 1 1989 51 57
kim walter yellow stars of utah esquire 112 july 1989 117 19
Kubaryez
kubarycz brian what david does she should call wonderful inscape 1
kubaryez
1989

31 38

11 15 no 1 1989 10 11
lindsey betina the visitation of Ms mitty exponent II
lindseybetina
lowe craig the easter story the new era 21 19 august 1989 30 35
mortensen lee ann in high heel shoes inscape 1 1989 19 30
mortensen pauline back before the world turned nasty A collection of short
stories fayetteville university of arkansas press 1989
roberts B H A scrap book compiled by lynn pulsipher provo utah pulsipher

publishing 1989
122 30
rubilar lisamadsen
bones dialogue 22 winter 1989
lisa madsen de pure thin bonesdialogue
1989122
saderup dian earl the new era 21 19 october 1989 48 50
shaw joan grief dialogue 22 fall 1989 123 29
sillitoe linda windows on the sea and other stories salt lake city signature
books 1989
19 may 1989
smurthwaite donald thepeeples
198938 46
the peeples choice the new era 19may
era 21 19 november 1989 44 50
Windmakers the new era2l
the windmakers
in yellowstone salt lake city peregrine smith
thayer douglas H mr wahlquist
Wahlquistin
wahi
books 1989
weyland jack the movie machine the new era 19 february 1989 34 3 8
sing we now at parting the new era 19 june 1989 64 66
williams judith M palmer the embalmer the new era 19 september 1989
34 38
yates alma J A mighty fine christmas message the new era 21 19 december 1989 38 44
mew
era 19 march 198934
willardweatherford
weatherford project thenewera
TheNe
1989 34 39
wEra
the new
the willard
young margaret B elegy for john donne for the bearded guy inscape 1
1989 59 73
young margaretblair
margaret blair
grandeas
Grand mas dying dialogue 22 summer 1989131
biair grandmas
1989 131 37

386

bibliography
np 1989
bench curt the fifty most important mormon books salt lake city ap
duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1988 BYU studies 29 summer 1989
79 112
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mormons and mormonism in US government
pales
fales susan L an addendum to cormons
np 1989
documents A bibliography provo utah ap
cormons and mormonism in US
fales susan L and chad J flake comps mormons
government documents A bibliography salt lake city university of
utah press 1989
flake chad J and lany
larry
lan y W draper A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 ten
year supplement salt lake city university of utah press 1989
grover mark L the latin american library collections of the mormon church
an introductory examination proceedingsfrom
proceedings trom
from the 37th annual meeting of the rocky mountain council on latin american studies february

41989 143 49
grunder rick mormon parallels an annotated bibliography salt lake city
grander
2

signature books 1989
parry donald W stephen D ricks and john W welch temples bibliography
provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies

FARMS

1989

whittaker david J mormonism in victorian britain A bibliographic essay in
mormons
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
malcolm R thorp 258 7 11 sait
salt
saltlakecity
lake city university of utah press 1989
BIOGRAPHY

alder elaine reiser juanita brooks reflections st george magazine 7
September
October 1989 34 36
septemberoctober
alien
allen
ailen lee beulah ream allen
ailen POW camp healer this people 10 fall
alien
1989

50 52

anna marie elise fluckiger roberts snake river echoes 18 1989 69 70
the autobiography of nannie amelia erickson anderson 1855 1939 in
an enduring legacy 12209 20 salt lake city daughters of utah
pioneers 1989
avery valeen tippetts irreconcilable differences david H smiths relation
ship with the muse of mormon history journal of mormon history 15
1989 3 13
ballard M russell margaret mcneil ballards legacy of faith ensign 19
july 1989 16 19
bangerter geraldine hamblin and susan easton black my servant algernon
provide
sidney gilbert providefor
Provi
for my saints ap 1989
denor
defor
barrett
barren ivan J dan jones salt lake city hawkes publishing 1989
Idaho ans boise idaho williams
beck richard J one hundred famous idahoans
printing 1989
bell james P another door opens for rex and janet lee BYU today 43 july
1989 20 25 39 42
bennett richard edmond A samaritan had passed by george miller
mormon
monnon bishop trailblazer and brigham young antagonist illinois
historical journal 82 spring 1989 2 16
benson ezra taft A labor of love the 1946 european mission of ezra taft
benson salt lake city deseret book co 1989

np
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bigelow suzanne philo farnsworth televisions frustrated genius this
people 10 spring 1989 24 27
bringhurst newell G fawn brodie and her quest for independence dialogue
22 summer 1989 79 95
buchanan frederick S robert lang campbell A wise scribe in israel and
schoolman to the saints BYU studies 29 summer 1989 5 27
cannon donald Q angus M cannon frustrated mormon miner utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 36 45
cannon eame
Salt Lake city bookcraft 1989
the lany
saltlakecity
land man ofthelord
saltlake
elaine boy of
of the lord sait
bame
ofthelandman
cannon martha hughes letters from exile the correspondence of martha
hughes cannon and angus M cannon 1886 1888 edited by constance
L lieber and john sillito salt lake city signature books and smith
research associates 1989
cazier stanford honoring leonard arrington dialogue 22 winter 1989
55 60
clements louis J sybil ferguson founder of the diet center snake river
echoes 18 1989 56 58
cooper inez stevens sojourn in israel cedar city utah southern utah state
college library 1989
joseph smith 1805 1844 bountiful utah hori
crowther duane S the life of ofjoseph
zon publishers 1989
of zion the life of david bevan
davies D L from a selon of lands to the land ofzion
jones in mormons
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
jensen and malcolm R thorp 118 41 salt lake city university of
utah press 1989
dew sheri president ezra taft benson confidence in the lord the new era

august 1989 36 39
earl ken the life and times of dude the mormon pack mule an autobiography murray utah royland publishing 1989
eliza dana gibbs 1813 1900 in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake
city daughters of utah pioneers 1989
Holiday 1989
winterholiday
189 22 25
england eugene call me duff this people 10 Winter
evans john henry joseph smith an american prophet salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
peter sen ofmount
anc petersen
ane
fredrick and
andane
family and descendants of
aldane
of mount pleasant utah
offredrick
21 19

ap
np 1988

oark karens test salt lake city deseret book co 1989
dark
farmer gladys clark
faulring scott H ed an american prophets record the diaries and journals
joseph smith salt lake city signature books 1989
of ofjoseph
Whit neys philosophy of education edd thesis
whitneyt
flake dennis orson F whitneys
brigham young university 1989
haroldsen lovell snake river echoes 18 1989 33444
forbush haroid
harolds
haroldS edith raiodsenlovev
gardner marvin K elder richard G scott the real power comes from the
lord ensign 19 january 1989 6 11
garrett H dean the controversial death of gobo fango
bango utah historical
quarterly 57 summer 1989 264 72
gisin evelin stibal evelin stibal gisin snake river echoes 18 1989 77 78
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godfrey donald G canadas brigham young charles ora card southern
alberta pioneer the american review of canadian studies 18 summer
1988 223
1988223

38

graves steven and melinda graves without legs he walks for humanity
this people 10 summer 1989 57 59 60
Winter Holiday
hafen lyman christmas with grandma this people 10 winterholiday
1989 48 5053
50 53

hamilton marshall thomas sharps turning point birth of an anti mormon
sunstone 13 october 1989 16 22
harker brent the eyes of friends BYU today 43 january 1989 18 21
hartley william G the knight family ever faithful to the prophet ensign 19
49
january 1989 43
439
prophecy in his pocket the new era 19 january 1989 44 455
the hefferan story in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989
Hein
ennan joseph reed smoots secret code utah historical quarterly 57
heinerman
heln
summer 1989 254 63
hinckley gordon B and marjorie P hinckley the wondrous power oga
of a mother
ofa
salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the holland years BYU today 43 may 1989 17 23
holmes kenneth L ed and comp covered wagon women diaries & letterstrom
letters trom
from
lettersfrom
the western trails 1840 1890 glendale calif arthur H dark
clark co 1988
1988
oark
james 0 mason crusader for health this people 10 fall 1989 13
johnson sonia from housewife to heretic 4th
ath ed albuquerque N mex
wildfire books 1989
64 65
lawrence phyllis S esther malm scott snake riverechoes
river echoes 18 1989
198964
luchetti cathy under gods spell frontier evangelists 1772 1915 san diego
harcourt brace jovanovich 1989
pioneer poet provo
lyon T edgar jr thomas edgar john lyon the life oga
of a pioneerpoet
ofa
utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
madsen truman G joseph smith the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1989
may dennis philo T farnsworth
famsworth
farsworth the father of television BYU today 43
may 1989 32 36
mckay david lawrence my father david 0 mckay salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
neeley myrtle munns life story of myrtle munns neeley snake river echoes
18
1989
181989

11

25

III
newell linda king cousins in conflict joseph smith 111
lii and joseph F smith
ili
the john whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 3 16
nilsen alleen pace evan mecham humor in arizona politics dialogue 22

fall 1989 81 89
perkins keith W true to the book of mormon

mers
whitmers
Whit
the whitters

ensign

19

february 1989 34 422
perry L tom brigham young prophet of god in brigham young university
devotional 1988 1989 and fireside speeches 141 49 provo univer
sity publications 1989
peterson levi S juanita brooks
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137
dialogue 22 spring 1989

16 28

peterson richard H jesse knight utahs mormon mining mogul utah historical quarterly 57 summer 1989 240 53
pinborough jan underwood minerva kohlhepp teichert with a bold brush
ensign 19 april 1989 34 41
porter larry C from california to council bluffs ensign 19 august 1989
42 46
president ezra taft benson still strong at ninetyensign
1989 8 15
ninety ensign 19 august 19898
purser mary jane purcell mary carma
canna stay gunderson snake river echoes 18
1989 52 54
rampton calvin L As 1I recall salt lake city university of utah press 1989
reid marlene stibal florence elva jenkins stibal snake river echoes 18
1989 50 52
rendell kenneth W other peoples mail 30 years as a dealer in historical
np 1989
letters & documents new york ap
roberts brigham henry A scrap book provo utah pulsipher publishing 1989
robinson mrs hal phyllis richards robinson snake riverechoes
river
riber echoes 18 1989
61 64
rytting lorry E of goodly parents biographical reflections of frank leroy
davis and
andalvaretta
alvaretta harmon salt lake city R & R enterprises 1989
sandberg karl C knowing brother joseph again the book of abraham and
joseph smith as translator dialogue 22 winter 1989 17 377
saunders richard lavell
Gladden ism A study in
veli francis gladden bishop and gladdenism
vell
laveil
the culture of a mormon dissenter and his movement masters thesis
utah state university 1989
sharp robert M meet my great grandfather this people 10 summer
1989 23 24
smith joseph an american prophets record the diaries and journals of
ad ed salt lake city signature
joseph smith edited by scott H faulring 2d
books 1989
the papers of joseph smith edited by dean C jessee salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
joseph smith selected sermons andwritings edited by robert L millet
new york paulist press 1989
smith mary ellen stoddard sawdust in their veins the story of george
eckersley stoddard and ellen spowart hatt
izatt stoddard their ancestors
butt
hutt
and descendants bountiful utah author 1988
sonne conway B knight odthe
the kingdom the story ofrichardballantyne
ad ed
of richard ballantyne 2d
of
ofthe
salt lake city deseret book co 1989
tanner obert C one mans search salt lake city university of utah press 1989
watson john the real virginian the saga of edwin burnham trafton last of
the stagecoach robbers tucson ariz westernlore
lore press 1989
Western
westemlore
webb roy D riverman the story ofbus
of bus hatch rock springs wyo labyrinth
offus
publishing 1989
wemer
werner afton thornton
thomton comp our family progenitors and descendants of
william uriah thornton
thomton and adalinda orton 1598 1989 bountiful
utah family history publishers 1989

426
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whipple marilyn J aunt fia ensign 19 march 1989 47 49
whiting john R spencer kimball and the service station guy sunstone 13
june 1989 10 15
wixom hartt ladell andersons biggest victory this people 10 spring
1989 44
47
4447
198944
standing tall shawn bradley this people

10 Winter
Holiday 1989
winterholiday

1719 20
woodward tim tiger on the road caldwell idaho caxton printers 1989
young steve eighth string quarterback the new era 21 19 november
1989

36 38

contemporary
albrecht stan L the consequential dimension of mormon religiosity BYU
studies 29 spring 1989 57 108
ailen
allen
alien A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denominator BYU 5rrf
studies 29 summer 1989 71 78
mexicoguatemala
37 39 4042
Guatemala this people 10 fall 1989 33
ailen joseph L Mexico
allen
alien
333739
II 15
ailen
allen
alien lynette K second comings and the response ability exponent 11H
no 1 1989 15
allred janice M pride or self esteem sunstone 13 february 1989 24 32
anderton douglas L and rebecca jean emigh polygynous fertility sexual
ofsociology 94 january
competition versus progeny american journal of sociology
1989 832 55
1989832
badger wanda west gathering the clan thispeople
1989 16 19
10summer
this
tris people 10
Summer 198916
bahr howard M and stan albrecht strangers once more patterns of
journal
disaffiliation from mormonism journalfor
tor
of relifor the scientific study ofreci
Journ
ainor
alfor
ofreli
gion 28 june 1989 180 200
bahr stephen J family structure and its influence on family dynamics in As
women of faith talks selected from the BYU womens conferences
edited by mary E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 223
4 1 salt lake
2231
city deseret book co 1989
bailey david H mediocrity materialism and mormonism sunstone 13
october 1989 9 11
reply to forever tentative dialogue 22 winter 1989 152 55
bates irene M another kind of faith sunstone 13 february 1989 21 23
bednarowski mary farrell new religions and the theological imagination in
american culture bloomington indiana university press 1989
books for the 1989 christmas season sunstone 13 october 1989 51
boyd charles L forever tentative dialogue 22 winter 1989 143 5 1L
bradfield scott salt lake sinner punch 296 7 april 1989 47
SaIt
victor
relationships Salt
troubledrelationships
brown Vic
L jr healing troubled
torL
Lake city bookcraft 1989
saltlake
saitlake
buchanan fred perilous ponderings
Ponderings sunstone 13 june 1989 7 9
busting the FBI A shocking look inside the bureaus LA office los angeles
calif greg critser 1989
cameron jan homosexuality what to do when your child comes out of the
11 15 no I
1 1989
exponent II
6
closet
closetexponent
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campbell courtney S at the edges of life this people 10 fall 1989 21 24
cannon heather when the scouting program works and when it doesnt
11
II 15 no 1 1989 3
exponent 1115
card orson scott prophets and assimilationists sunstone 13 february
1989 39
40
390
42
walking the tightrope sunstone 13 april 1989 39
3942
carre hand directing the shine of the light A brief look at religious
advertising sunstone 13 december 1989 18 21
carrier jim summer of fire salt lake city gibbs smith 1989
cartoon creates a stir editor & publisher 122 june 10 1989 50
cashing in on conversions christianity today 33 june 16 1989 51
christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications for a
46
worldwide church BYU studies 29 winter 1989 35
356
mark stephen C and richard A van wagoner christ and the constitution
clark
dark
toward a mormon jurisprudence dialogue 22 fall 1989 52 64
cleanliness and godliness economist 313 25 november 1989 106
charn dialogue 22 fall
coates karen the holy war surrounding evan Me
mecham
66 80
con artist cashing in on conversions christianity today 33 june 16
1989 511
161989
llconanlstcashmgmoncotwesionschristianitytoday33
cornwall marie the gender question sunstone 13 december 1989 46 48
voice and loyalty sunstone 13 august 1989 39 40
cornwall marie and perry H cunningham surveying latter day saints A
review of methodological issues review of religious research 31
december 1989 162 72
davis kira pratt absurdity sunstone 13 january 1989 41 42
edwards kay P money values and family dynamics in As women offaith
faith
of falth
the BYU women s conferences editedbymarye
edited by mary E stovall
selected from thebyuwomens
talks selectedfrom
and carol cornwall madsen 242 52 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
elliott dorice williams given or giver in marriage sunstone 13 april 1989
37 39
the mormon conference talk as patriarchal discourse dialogue 22
spring 1989 70 78
esplin fred digging for roots this people 10 summer 1989 20 23
evenson darrick T the gainsayers
Gainsayers A converted anti mormon responds to
the LDS church bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
critics of
ofthelds
firmage edwin B restoring the church zion in the nineteenth and twenty first
centuries sunstone 13 january 1989 33 38
flake
hake kathleen bearing the weight sunstone 13 october 1989 33 37
folkman nell cast me not off in the time of old age dialogue 22 spring
1989 87 97
folsom marjorie wall golden harvest in ghana gospel beginnings in west
africa bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
fradkin philip L fallout an american nuclear tragedy tucson university of
arizona press 1989
gallup george the peoples religion american faith in the gos new york
macmillan london collier macmillan 1989
goodfellow paula jensen the view from age two looking ahead at raising
II 15 no 1 1989 4
a son exponent 11
1989

390
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gordon tamar G inventing mormon identity in tonga ann arbor mich university microfilms int 1988
hamel ruth and tim schreiner the simple life high birthrates and low costs
lure business to utah american demographics I111I1 june 1989 54
contempo
bontempo
hardy kenneth R an appetitional theory of sexual motivation its Contempo
rary status and applications in an approach to change AMCAP journal
association of mormon counselors and psychotherapists 15 1989
21 41

hatch nathan 0 the democratization of american christianity new haven
conn yale university press 1989
hawks ricky D alcohol use trends among LDS high school seniors in
america from 1982 1986 AMCAP journal association of mormon
counselors and psychotherapists 15 1989 43 511
heaton tim B religious influences on mormon fertility cross national
comparisons review of religious research 30 june 1989 401 11
hilton joni winn dating no guts no glory salt lake city covenant publishers 1989

hinckley gordon B A unique and wonderful university in brigham young
devotionaland
university 1988 1989 Devotion
and fireside speeches 47 52 provo
aland
devotional
utah university publications 1989
hoch dean boy oh boy boy raising secrets every parent should know
bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
hulet renon klossner the tabernacle choir beyond the crossroads of the
west ensign 19 september 1989 10 15
jacob jeffrey C explorations in mormon social character beyond the liahona
and iron rod dialogue 22 summer 1989 44 74
kimball kathryn psalm psalm of A gospel doctrine teacher sunstone 13

april 1989 4
knapp jill W the pilgrimage phenomenon an analysis of the motivations of
visitors to temple square masters thesis brigham young university 1989
knowlton david missionaries and terror the assassination of two elders in
bolivia sunstone 13 august 1989 10 15
knowlton david C missionary native and general authority accounts of a
bolivian conversion sunstone 13 january 1989 14 20
kohn george C mormon scandals encyclopedia ofamerican
of american scandal 225
26 234 35 295 96 new york facts on file 1989
ism an LDS perspective on transcend
transcen
Transcen
mormonism
koltko mark mysticism and Monnon
dence and higher consciousness 5sunstone
mrton 13 april 1989 13 19
unton
urton
arton
np 1989
kraut ogden the fundamentalist mormon salt lake city ap
larson don calder mormon migration micro
microform
form A return to zion logan
utah utah state university 1988
LDS quotes provo utah harold B lee library brigham young university 1989
lebaron E dale revelation on the priesthood the dawning of a new day in
africa in doctrinesfor
doctrines por
for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the
doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr
127 38 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
Religiao
martinez monica uma remigiao
Manchete 18 november
religiao no computador manchette
manchete
1989
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mayfield james B and kristen rogers youth attitude survey results this
people 10 spring 1989 49 51
millet robert L joseph smith and modem mormonism orthodoxy neoortho
doxy tension and tradition BYU studies 29 summer 1989 49 68
monson thomas S the church in a changing world provo utah brigham
young university 1989
mormons
he cormons
Mor mons sait
nielsen quig temple square the crown jewel 0oftthe
salt
saltlake
lake city

author 1989
Lovell new york Atheneum
athenaeum 1989
atheneum
olsen jack doc the rape odthe
of the town of
ofthe
oflovell
palmer spencer J religions of the world A latter day saint view provo utah
brigham young university 1989
peck elbert eugene the children of god sunstone 13 june 1989 5
meditating upon prayers sunstone 13 january 1989 6 7
proctor maurine jensen communicating the church this people 10 spring
1989

18 19 21 23

11
randall judith nurturing spiritual growth in teenagers exponent II

1989

15 no

1

13

rees robert A on drinking coke sunstone 13 december 1989 45 46
allen
alien D selling the LDS sacred A visit to the LDS booksellers
roberts ailen
convention sunstone 13 october 1989 38 39
rogers kristen how healthy are we this people 10 fall 1989 10 15
1989 16 19
rowles genevieve the women next doornetwork
door network 11 february 198916
schumacher mary catherine and ken R smith diabetes in utah among adults
interaction between diabetes and other risk factors for Micro
microvascular
vascular
vascular complications american journal of public health
and Macro
macrovascular
78 september 1988 1195 1201
II 15 no I1 1989 16 17
shupe sandra R the tightrope exponent 11
smith cheryl A the salt
sait
lake valley crossroads of the west A contemporary
saltlake
portrait chatsworth calif windsor publications 1989
smith ida LDS women at home and beyond in As women offaith
falth talks
of faith
selected from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall
selectedfrom
and carol cornwall madsen 203 22 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
monnon wedding reception
smith jeanette goates getting in line the mormon
this people 10 summer 1989 10 14
11 14 no 4 1989
13
smolka marilyn M coming to gripsexponent
grips exponent II
sonnenberg john making memories in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and fireside speeches 37
46 provo utah university
376

publications 1989
sorensen peter J the conservatives and liberals at it again sunstone 13
august
1989 38 39
august1989
squires carolyn matthews ed and comp favorite recipes of tabernacle choir
ap
1989
members vernal utah np
stanley david mormon missionaries in polynesia tahiti polynesia handbook 45 chico calif moon publications 1989
A tale of two states birthrate comparison with massachusetts the futurist
1989 51 52
23 May
June 198951
maejune
mayjune
tarjan janet W reflections on an address to mothers in zion sunstone 13
1989 7 9
august
august1989
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thayer donin dewitt top kingdom the mormon race for the celestial gates
dialogue 22 fall 1989 12 3 11
thomas janet everything safe mon the new era 19 february 1989 22 27
1989 50 5355
turner judd the church in business this people 10 summer 198950
W the contingency of woman sunstone 13 april 1989
wallace nola
noia
198977 10
nolaw
colaw
whalen william J why mormonism Is the fastest growing religion in the
west US catholic 54 june 1989 29 34
whaling frank the intertwining of the worlds religions sunstone 13 october 1989

12 15
at home Is

not enough exponent 11II 15 no 1 1989 18
when love
white 0 kendall jr mormonism and the equal rights amendment journal
of church and state 31 spring 1989 249 67
cormons
Mormons and the hula the polynesian cultural center in
whitehurst james mormons
hawaii journal of american culture 12 spring 1989 1 5
williams clyde J an examination of influential factors affecting students in
resolution of personal
applying book of mormon principles toward the theresolution
problems edd thesis brigham young university 1989
williams roger R et al health family trees A tool for finding and helping
young family members of coronary and cancer prone pedigreed
Pedigrees
pedigrees in texas
19888 1283 886
Public health
78 october 198
and utah american journal of
ofpublic
health7s
wilson william A the study of mormon folklore an uncertain mirror for
truth dialogue 22 winter 1989 95 110
winder barbara W education unlocking opportunity in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 1 9 provo
utah university publications 1989
wurman richard saul polynesian cultural center in hawaii access 118 19
new york NY access press 1989
yorgason brenton G and margaret yorgason sacred intimacy salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
young lawrence A response to scott kenney sunstone 13 june 1989 21 23
young margaret blair looking back reflections on presidents bensons
11
II 15 no 1I 1989 12 13
talk exponent 1115
DOCTRINAL

baker margaret P

hearken

0 ye people of my church

ensign 19 october

32 34
barber ailen
allen
alien H celestial symbols symbolism in doctrine religious traditions
and temple architecture bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
barlow philip L why the king james version from the common to the
19 42
official bible of mormonism dialogue 22 summer 1989 1942
forfinding
for finding and understanding the truth
benson alvin K some key ingredients forfending
in science and religion in the book of mormon second nephi the
doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 341 53
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
benson ezra taft bom
botn of god ensign 19 july 1989 2 5
born
A mighty change of heart ensign 19 october 1989 2 5
1989
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bergera gary james ed line upon line essays on mormon doctrine salt lake
city signature books 1989
black susan easton the sacred role of women in doctrinesfor
doctrines jor
for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited
by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 1 15 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
monnon chamorro selections 1989 Silek
book of mormon
sion siha ginen
sileksion
binen 1I1I lepblon
mormon otro na testamenton
Testa menton jesukristo
Jesu kristo salt lake city gima yuos
buos
jesukristo
manatatte
manantos
marantos
Jesu kristo ni Mana
tatte na Man
antos 1989
monnon tongan 1989 ko e tohl
book of mormon
Molomona ko ha tohinaefai
amolomona
tohl nae
aMo
toki
bohia
solomona
tohlamolomona
tohia
falee
fae faie
namao
lomona ki hau
he nimao
molomona
solomona
nima o Mo
ikoula
ha ulauikoula
lauikoula nae hiki mei he u lau skoula
noppa
ppa
pia
nippa
liliu ki he leafaka pilitania eesiosefasamita
pai
pal
nae
fia samira
aaNi
samita ko
koee sii
siosefia
faii
nifai
naeliliukiheleafaka
Siose
slose
kalaihi a e kau maonioni
siasi o sisu kalaisi
salt lake city asiasi
agahi aho
Maon ioni i he ngahi
ki mui ni 1989
book ofmormon
of mormon student manual religion 121 122 salt lake city the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
Nep hites in the
brandt edward J the name jesus christ revealed to the nephites
mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
papers from
book of
ofmormon
mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman
the third
annual book of
thirdannualbook
ofmormon
and charles D tate jr 201 6 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
cannon donald Q larry E dahl and john W welch the restoration of major
doctrines through joseph smith the godhead mankind and the creation ensign 19 january 1989 26 33
card orson scott consecration A law we can live with sunstone 13 june
0

I1

0

45
1989 43
4345
198943

cowan richard 0 the doctrine and covenants on temples and their functions doctrines for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the
doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr
16 28 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
craig robert H the doctrine and covenants at a glance 2d
ad ed sanora calif
yankee hill book co 1989
dahl larry E the doctrine of christ 2 nephi 31 32 in the book ofmormon
of mormon
second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D
tate jr 355 75 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989
dean bessie god hears my prayers bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
draper richard D light truth and grace three interrelated salvation themes
in doctrine and covenants 93 in doctrines for exaltation the 1989
sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean
garret
garretandrexcreevejr29
4 1 sait
and rex C reeve jr 29 41saltlakecitydeseretbookco1989
salt lake city deseret book co 1989
no greater gift understanding the atonement ofjesus
ano
ait
dunn paul H
salt
of jesus christ Ssait
hno
lake city bookcraft 1989
edwards kay P what the doctrine and covenants says about the book of
mormon ensign 19 january 1989 34 37
england eugene becoming bone of bone and flesh of flesh in As women of
BYU Womens conferences edited by mary
selected prom
faith talks selectedfrom
from the byuwomens
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E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 107 21 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
perfection and progression two complimentary ways to talk about
god BYU studies 29 summer 1989 31 47
eyring henry B listen together in brigham young university 1988 1989
devotional and fireside speeches 11 211 provo utah university publicat ions 1989
cations
parley
farley S brent nephi isaiah and the latter day restoration in the book of
mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
papers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 227 39 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
doctrines for exaltation
the oath and covenant of the priesthood in doctrinesfor
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H
dean garret and rex C reeve jr 42 54 salt lake city deseret book

317

co 1989
garrard lamar E god natural law and the doctrine and covenants in
doctrines fot
tot exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and
for
doctrinesfor
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 55 76 salt
lake city deseret book co 1989
garrett H dean nephis farewell in the book ofmormon
of mormon second nephi the
doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 377 90

provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
gentry leland god will fulfill his covenants with the house of israel in the
papers from the
Nep
book ofmormon
second Nephi
hiThe
nephithe
tre doctrinal structure papersfrom
the
of mormon secondnephi
annual book ofmormon
third
thirdannual
of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 159 76 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
redemption for the dead in doctrinesfor
doctrines jor
for exaltation the 1989 sperry
symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and
rex C reeve jr 77 86 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
gibb sara lee our mortal body A sacred gift inbrigham
young university
In
Brigham
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 133
40 provo utah
1330
university publications 1989
gileadi avraham the book of
isaiah A new translation with interpretive keys
ofisaiah
from the book of mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1989
goff alan A hermeneutic ofsacred
sacred texts historicism revisionism positivism
of sacrey
np 1989
and the bible and book of mormon ap
gospel principles futa hala linjiila
linjida saaray
sayedi
staa layedi
saarah salt lake tufundee utaa
Missidee anable issa fee nyander
nyandeh gor sefanawor 1989
amerique missidee
griffith michael T signs of the true church of christ bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1989
Hafen Bruce C the broken heart applying the atonement to lifes experiences
hafenbrucec
hafenbruce
salt lake city deseret book co 1989
hanks marion D equality of esteem in As women of faith talks selected
from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 29 50 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
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harris william E from man to god an LDS scientist views creation progression and exaltation bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
II 14 no 4
hawes suzanne eve role model or fallen woman exponent 11
1989 4 5
19894
hinckley gordon B be not faithless ensign 19 april 1989 2 5
faith the essence ottrue
oftrue religion salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the order and will of god ensign 19 january 1989 2 5
the sacred law of tithing ensign 19 december 1989 2 5
holzapfel richard neitzel salvation cannot come without revelation in
the doctrine any
doctrines for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on thedoctrineand
and
doctrinesfor
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 87 96 salt
lake city deseret book co 1989
horton george A jr keys to successful scripture study salt lake city
bookcraft 1989
prophecies in the bible about joseph smith ensign 19 january

otrmeon

1989 20 25
198920
johnson clark
oark V the law of consecration the covenant that requires all and
dark
gives everything in doctrinesfor
doctrines jor
for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C
reeve jr 97 113 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

you have heard my voice ensign 19 april 1989 6 9
judd daniel K the doctrines of submission and forgiveness in doctrinesfor
doctrines for
tor
exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 114 26 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
largey dennis L enemies ofrighteousness ensign 19 december 1989 6 11
the enemies of christ 2 nephi 28 in the book of mormon second
papers from
nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
trom the third annual book of
mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 287 305 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989
larsen dean L free to act salt lake city bookcraft 1989
lee robert england the doctrine and covenants leads Us to christ in
sperry symposium on the thedoctrine
doctrine and
doctrines for
tor exaltation the 1989 sperrysymposium
doctrinesfor
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 139
49 salt
1399
lake city deseret book co 1989
ludlow daniel H the message to the jews with special emphasis on 2 nephi
25 in the book of mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure
papers from the third annual book of mormon symposium edited by
monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 241 57 provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1989
lund gerald N the fall of man and his redemption in the book ofmormon
of mormon
second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D
tate jr 83 106 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989
lundquist suzanne evertsen the repentance of eve inas
in As women offaith
of faeth
faith
falth
talks selectedfrom
selected from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E
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stovall and carol cornwall madsen 88 106 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
matthews robert J the atonement of jesus christ 2 nephi 9 in the book of
mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
papers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 177 99 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
falness of times ensign 19 december 1989 46 511
the fulness
some thoughts on the atonement faculty lecture religious education
17 february 1989 provo utah ap
np 1989
what Is the dispensation of the fulness
falness of times in doctrines for
exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 150 68 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
mcconkie bruce R doctrines odthe
of the restoration sermons and writings ofbruce
ofthe
R mcconkie edited and arranged by mark L mcconkie salt lake city
bookcraft 1989
mcconkie joseph F the holy ghost salt lake city bookcraft 1989
millet robert L by grace are we saved salt lake city bookcraft 1989
magnifying priesthood power rev ed bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
quest for the city of god the doctrine of
ofzion
zion in modem revelation
in doctrinesfor
doctrines jor
for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine
and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 169 85
salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the influence of the brass plates on the teachings of nephi in the book
papers from the
Nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
secondnephithe
of mormon Second
thethird
secondnephi
third
ofmormon
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 207 25 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
mormon kitabindan
Sec
Kitab indan seckeler
meler isa jesih
secmeler
Hakkinda diger bir Tani
klik salt lake
mesih hakkinda
taniklik
city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
nelson russell M thanks for the covenant in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 53 61 provo utah
university publications 1989
why this holy land ensign 19 december 1989 12 19
nibley hugh approaching zion salt lake city deseret book co and provo
utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS
1989

the prophetic book ofmormon
of mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1989
what Is zion A distant view sunstone 13 april 1989 20 32
monnon faith dialogue 22 winter 1989
nolan max materialism and the mormon
62 75

nyman monte S come to understanding and learn
leam doctrine in the book of
mormon second
papers from the third
secondnephi
nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 19 37 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
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doctrines tot
the second gathering of the literal seed in doctrinesfor
for exaltation
fot
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by
H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 186 200 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the book of mormon second
nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of
mormon symposium provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1989
Nephi
secondnephi
and freedom in the book ofmormon
oaks dallin H freeagency
free agency andfreedom
of mormon Second
the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 1 17
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
parrish alan K doctrine and covenants 76 and the visions of resurrected life
in the teachings of elder john A Widt
soe in doctrinesfor
widtsoe
doctrines tor
for exaltation
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by
H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 201 23 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
lehi and the covenant of the promised land A modem appraisal in
the book of mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papers
from the third annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S
nyman and charles D tate jr 39 59 provo utah religious studies
center brigham young university 1989
parry donald W hebrew literary patterns in the book of mormon ensign 19
october 1989 58 61
peterson H donl and charles D tate jr eds the pearl of great price revelations
elat ions from god vol 14 religious studies center monograph series
salt lake city bookcraft 1989
rasmussen dennis therefore choose life in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 117 22 provo utah
university publications 1989
reeve rex C jr we labor diligently to persuade our children to believe in
secondnephi
nephi
of mormon second
christ 2 nephi 2521 to 2611
261L in the book ofmormon
papers trom
of mormon
from the third annual book ofmormon
the doctrinal structure popersfrom
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 259 67
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
doctrines for
riddle chauncey C the new and everlasting covenant in doctrinesfor
tor exaltation
al
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 224 45 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
robinson stephen E theexpanded
of morthe expanded book of mormon in the book odmor
mon second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
414 provo utah religious studies center
charles D tate jr 391
39114
brigham young university 1989
mormon Basic
smith virgil B
beliefs provo utah human growth services 1989
bmormonbasic
basicbeliefs
sorensen A D lehi on gods law and an opposition in all things in thebook
chebook
booe
the book
papers from the third
Nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
secondnephi
of mormon Second
ofmormon
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
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charles D tate jr 107 32 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
no respecter of persons equality in the kingdom in As women of
selected from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary
faith talks selectedfrom
E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 51 68 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989
11
II 14 no 4 1989 5
startin mary kay G finding a piece of the pattern exponent 1114
stott michelle of truth and passion mormonism and existential thought
dialogue 22 winter 1989 76 87
top brent L though your sins be As scarlet salt lake city bookcraft 1989
toscano paul james priesthood concepts in the book of mormon sunstone 13
december 1989 8 17
turner rodney the lamanite mark in the book of mormon second nephi
papers from the third annual book ofmormon
the doctrinal structure papersfrom
of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 133 57
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
underwood grant insights from the early years 2 nephi 28 30 in the book
papers from the third
second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
of mormon secondnephi
ofmormon
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 323 39 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
van orden bruce A the law of witnesses in 2 nephi in the book ofmormon
of mormon
second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D
tate jr 307 21 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989
walker richard lynn the constitution in jeopardy how should latter day
ap
N p 1989
saints respond np
wardle lynn D seeing the constitution as covenant ensign 19 september
1989 6 9

warren douglas S forever more an eternal perspective of marriage provo
utah warren report publishing 1989
tWill and testament A legal approach in the
book
welch john W lehi
chebook
thebook
Las
lehl s lastwill
last will
papers from the third
Nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrom
secondnephi
of mormon Second
ofmormon
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 61 82 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
doctrines por
wilcox S michael eyes that see afar in doctrinesfor
for exaltation the 1989
sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret
and rex C reeve jr 246 61 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the gentiles in the book ofmormon
Nephi
secondnephi
nephis message to thegentiles
of mormon Second
papers from the third annual book of mormon
the doctrinal structure papersfrom
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 269 86
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
the power and the promise salt lake city bookcraft 1989
woodford robert J the articles and covenants of the church of christ and the
sampo
book of mormon in doctrinesfor
doctrines por
for exaltation the 1989 sperry sympo
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sium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C
slum
reeve jr 262 73 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
yorgason brenton little known evidences of the book of mormon salt lake
city covenant publishers 1989

historical
abruzzi william S ecology resource redistribution and mormon settlement in northeastern arizona american anthropologist 91 september 1989 642 55
anderson karl ricks joseph smiths kirtland eyewitness accounts salt lake
city deseret book co 1989
arrington leonard J modem lysistratas mormon women in the international
peace movement 1899 1939 journal of mormon history 15 1989
89 104

arrington leonard J and linda wilcox from subsistence to golden age
cache valley agriculture 1859 1900 utah historical quarterly 57

fall 1989 340 69
aspinwall bernard A fertile field scotland in the days of the early missions
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
in mormons
R thorp 104 17 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
mR
malcolm
Malcol
backman milton V jr preparing the way the rise of religious freedom in
new england ensign 19 january 1989 16 19
A warning from kirtland ensign 19 april 1989 26 30
bailey jody and robert S mcpherson practically free from the taint of the
bootlegger A closer look at prohibition in southeastern utah utah
historical quarterly 57 spring 1989 150 64
at robbers roost university of nebraska press 1989
bunch atrobbersroost
wild
wildbunch
baker P B the weid
baldridge steven W grafting in A history of the latter day saints in the holy
land israel jerusalem branch the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1989
B ashore melvin L and linda L haslam mormon pioneer companies crossing
the plains 1847 1868 narratives guide to sources in utah libraries
and archives rev ed salt lake city historical department the church
andarchives
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
bennett keith and thomas carter houses with two fronts the evolution of
monnon community journal of
domestic architectural design in a mormon
mormon history 15 1989 47 58
to the saints
viserto
Salt
adviserto
sait lake sanitarian medical Ad
bennion sherilyn cox thesalt
the saltlake
adviser
tresalt
utah historical quarterly 57 spring 1989 125 37
bishop M guy sex roles marriage and childrearing at mormon nauvoo
western illinois regional studies I1111I fall 1988 36 45
black susan easton 1 I am not any longer to be alone ensign 19 january
1989 50 56
me
the search for early members of the church ensign 19 july 1989 28 3 11
warner from the age of science to an age of uncertainty
bowden henry wamer
history and mormon studies in the twentieth century journal odmor
of morofmor
mon history 15 1989 105 20
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break nancy J A mormon temple in the american rural tradition kirtland
31 september 198917
1989 17 26
temple lake county ohio historical society3l
society
bringhurst newell G applause attack and ambivalence varied responses
to fawn M brodies no man knows my history utah historical
quarterly 57 winter 1989 46 63
mormons in hawaii laie hawaii institute
Mo ramona the cormons
moratona
britsch R lanier moramona
for polynesian studies 1989
roots of faith ensign 19 september 1989 44 50
ailen psychology among the saints the developalien
brown bruce L and mark K allen
ment of behavioral science and brigham young university journal odthe
of the
ofthe
40
history of the behavioral sciences 24 january 1988 33
3310
cannon janath R and jill mulvay derr resolving differencesachieving
Differences Achieving unity
lessons from the history of relief society in As women of faith talks
thebyuwomens
BYU Womens conferences editedby
ovall and
edit
edited
by mary E
edby
selected prom
estovall
sstovall
ESt
from the byuwomens
selectedfrom
stovall
carol cornwall madsen 122 47 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
cannon ted and janeth cannon nauvoo this people 10 summer 1989 31 34
carmack john K fayette the place the church was organized ensign 19
february 1989 14 19
carter thomas spindles and spoon racks local style in nineteenth century
mormon furniture in the old traditional way ollife
of lipe
lefe edited by robert
life
oflife
E walls and george H shoemaker 40 57 indiana tricksterpress
trickster press 1989
cheasebro margaret two little known pageants of the west journey into
anasazi country this people 10 summer 1989 37 38 41
fulness oftimes
church history in the falness
ofttimes
of times the history ofthe
of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ
odthe
of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
oflatter
day saints 1989
christmas reflections in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989
monnon history an interview with leonard arlington
arrington
coming to terms with mormon
dialogue 22 winter 1989 39 54
cotterill john B the rise and decline of the church in the west midlands
mormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
1840 77 in cormons
jensen and malcolm R thorp 92 103 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989
cowan richard 0 temples to dot the earth salt lake city bookcraft 1989
cowing sheila searches in the american desert new york MK mcelderry
books 1989
crawley peter the constitution of the state of deseret BYU studies 29 fall
1989 7 22
muerto A pageant of the desert spokane wash
crouch brodie jornada del huerto

clark co 1989
arthur H dark
oark
daughters of utah pioneers through the years in an enduring legacy 1293
136 salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1989
monnons
mormans migration in
davis ray jay law and the nineteenth century british mormons
mormons
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
salt
malcolm R thorp 243 57 sait
saltlake
lake city university of utah press 1989
dennis ronald D A facsimile and a translated facsimile of udgorn selon
zions trumpet provo utah author 1989
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devitry smith john
1989

the wreck of the julia ann

151
BYU studies 29 spring

5 29

peteetneet
pay son utah orem
peteetneetii
madoline cloward Peteet
dixon madeline
neet H more history of payson
utah cedar fort 1989
eli this Is the place salt lake city wasatch book distribution 1989
eil
ell
dougan ten
terrell
teneil
tenell
cormons
driggs ken there Is no law in georgia for mormons
Mor mons the joseph standing
murder case of 1879 georgia historical quarterly 73 winter 1989
745 72
dyal donald H mormon pursuit of the agrarian ideal agricultural history 63
fall 1989 19 35
mormon
monnon
non gravestones A folk expression of identity and belief
edison carol mon
dialogue 22 winter 1989 89 94
ellsworth S george called to tubuai
tubuli ensign 19 october 1989 35 39
embry jessie L A tiny ripple the growth of heber city and the wasatch
wave 1889 1920 utah
1989 204 15
historical quarterly 57 summer 1989204
utahhistorical
epperson steven jews in the columns of josephs times and seasons dialogue 22 winter 1989 135 42
esplin ronald K god will protect me until my work Is done ensign 19
1989 16 21
august
august1989

the 1840 41 mission to england and the development of the quorum of
mormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
the twelve in cormons
jensen and malcolm R thorp 70 911 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989
cormons of leeds and
Mill hands and laborers the mormons
fales susan L artisans millhands
mormons in early victorian britain
their nonconformist neighbors in cormons
edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 156 78 salt lake
city university of utah press 1989
finley mary J chase A history springville
ofspringville
Springville utah art city pubof Spring ville springville
lishing co 1989
foster craig L anti mormon pamphleteering
ing in great britain 1837 1860
Pamphleteer
masters thesis brigham young university 1989
fradkin philip L sagebrush country land and the american west new york
alfred A knopf 1989
garrett H dean the honeymoon trail ensign 19 july 1989 23 27
garrett H dean and clark
mark V johnson eds regional studies in latter day saint
dark
church history arizona provo utah dept of church history and
doctrine brigham young university 1989
godfrey audrey M A social history of camp floyd utah territory 1858
1861 masters thesis utah state university 1989
godfrey kenneth W the zelph story BYU studies 29 spring 1989 31 56
goldberg robert alan building zions A conceptual framework utah historical quarterly 57 spring 1989 165 79
graves along the pioneer trail in an enduring legacy 12305 52 salt lake
city daughters of utah pioneers 1989
walfi
griggs C wilfred
wilfi ed early british christianity BYU studies 29 winter 1989
47 65
198947
grover mark L the monnon
mormon church and german immigrants in southern
brazil religion and language jahrbuch
Jahr buch fur geschichte von staat
gesellschaft
Gesell schaft lateinamerikas 26 1989 295 308
wirtschaft und gesel1schaft
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haefele walter R the rescue of the handcart pioneers american west 26
december 1989 1 2
hamilton marshall money diggersville the brief turbulent history of the
mormon town of warren the john whitmer historical association
journal 9 1989 49 58
harrison john F C the popular history of early victorian britain A mormon
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard
contribution in mormons
L jensen and malcolm R thorp 1 15 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989
hartley william G LDS pastors and pastorates
cormons
Pastorates 1852 55 mormons
in early
inmormons
in
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp
194 210 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
nauvoo teenager the new era 21 19 october 1989 44 47
hatch nathan 0 the democratization of american christianity new haven
yale university press 1989
haynie harold st george brigham knew best this people 10 winter
holiday 43 4447
hendricks rickey lynn landmark architecture for a polygamous family the
brigham young domicile salt lake city utah public historian 11
winter 1989 25 47
hill marvin S counter revolution the mormon reaction to the coming of
american democracy sunstone 13 june 1989 24 33
quest for refuge the mormon flightfrom
questforrefuge
flight from american pluralism salt lake
city signature books 1989
hill william E the oregon trail yesterday and today A brief history and
pictorial journey along the wagon tracks of pioneers caldwell idaho
caxton printers 1989
howe susan burdens and illuminations ann arbor mich university microfilms int 1989
immigrant pioneers in an enduring legacy 1245 92 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989
jenkins carri P outmigration
out migration making home away from home BYU today
43 may 1989 39 43
jensen richard L church councils and governance in cormons
mormons in early
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp
179 93 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
jensen richard L and malcolm R thorp eds cormons
mormons in early victorian
britain salt lake city university of utah press 1989
johnson norman K early monnon
mormon and utah holographic scrip utah histig
216 39
torical quarterly 57 summer 1989 21yl39
jones terry lynne telford A grave by the little blue ensign 19 july 1989
20 22
jones gracia N the priceless gifts celebrating the holidays with joseph and
emma smith murray utah roylance 1989
joyaux georges J trans an excerpt from louis de cottons A travers ie
le dominion et la californie
Californie nevada state historical society quarterly 31
californite
spring 1989 53 70

257

393
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microform patterns of emotional
katz suzanne adel sisters in salvation microform
loneliness among nineteenth century non elite mormon polygamous
women fullerton calif california state university fullerton 1987
kimball stanley B rediscovering the fort leavenworth military branch of the
santa fe trail journal of the west 28 april 1989 59 68
king arthur henry A man who speaks to our time from eternity ensign 19

march 1989 12 16
kreyche gerald F visions of the american west lexington university press of
kentucky 1989
lauer robert frederick the beehive state sunstone 13 december 1989 22 44
launius roger invisible saints A history ofblackamericans
of black americans in the reorganized
church independence mo herald publishing house 1988
launius roger D anti mormonism in illinois thomas C sharps unfinished
history of the mormon war 1845 journal of mormon history 15
27 45
1989
198927
lavitt wendy childrens clothing on the utah frontier beehive history 15
1989

27 30

lewis james R apostates and the legitimation of repression some historical
and empirical perspectives on the cult controversy sociological
analysis 49 winter 1989 386 96
lindley william R those great days at the salt lake tribune journal of the
west 28 july 1989 52 55
lively robert L jr some sociological reflections on the nineteenth century
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richbritish mission in mormons
ard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 16 30 salt lake city university of
utah press 1989
locality histories in an enduring legacy 12221 60 salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1989
lyman edward leo the rise and decline of mormon san bernardino BYU
studies 29 fall 1989 43 63
greatsaltlake
madsen brigham D ed exploring the great
sait
salt lake the stansbury expedition
of 1849 50 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
malad idaho stake centennial history book 1888 1988 malad idaho malad
1989
idaho stake
stake1989
martin charles W and dorothy devereux dustin the omaha council bluffs
area and the westward trails overland journal 7 no 4 1989 2 11
martin russell A story that stands like a dam glen canyon and the struggle
for the soul of the west new york holt 1989
mathisen jean A deaths crossing true west 36 january 1989 50 52
mauss armand L assimilation and ambivalence the mormon reaction to
americanization dialogue 22 spring 1989 30 67
may merrill J from mormon academy to four year state college psychology
the history odthe
at weber state college journal odthe
of the behavioral sciences
of rhe
ofthe
ofthe
24 january 1988

25 32
mccarthy betty america the beautiful utah chicago childrens press 1989
mccue robert J the restoration in british columbia dialogue 22 spring
1989 142 51
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Mc
mckeeman
mckieman
Kieman PF mark and roger D launius eds missouri folk heroes of the 19th
century independence mo herald publishing house 1989
metcalf warren A precarious balance the northern utes and the black hawk
war utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 24 35
gravemarkers
meyer richard E ed cemeteries and Grave
markers voices of american culture ann arbor mich university of michigan research press 1989
miller karl A history of buildings and grounds brigham young univer-

np

sity ap

1989
II ed major problems in the history of the american west
milner clyde A 11
documents and essays lexington mass DC heath 1989
mineau geraldine P lee L bean and douglas L anderton migration and
family
fertility behavioral change on the american frontier journal of offamily
history 14 1989 43 61
400 salt lake city
missions to the indians in an enduring legacy 12353
12353400
daughters of utah pioneers 1989
montague terry B
bohle
ohle mine angels round about mormon missionary evacuohie
ation from western germany 1939 murray utah roylance 1989
ationfrom
morgan county historical society comp morgan county utah school buildnp 1989
ings an illustrated history ap
orton chad M saints in the secular city A history of the los angeles stake
masters thesis brigham young university 1989
palmyra cradle of the restoration ensign 19 january 1989 38 42
parrish william E the mississippi saints the historian A journal of history
ofhistory
50 august 1988 489 506
paul rodman W the far west and the great plains in transition 1859 1900
new york harper and row 1988
perko F michael early mormonism
ism and the magic world view christian
Monnon
century 106 25 january 1989 84 85
petersen wanda snow ferron creek its founders and builders historical
memories of ferron emery county utah bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1989
peterson charles S cholera blight and sparrows A look at utahs first
1989 138 49
agricultural agents utah historical quarterly 57 spring 1989138
grazing in utah A historical perspective utah historical quarterly 57
fall 1989 300 19
peterson paul H the mormon reformation of 1856 1857 the rhetoric and the
reality journal of mormon history 15 1989 59 87
realityjournal
linearly
in early victorian britain
the 1857 reformation in britain inmormons inearly
edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 211 23 salt lake
city university of utah press 1989
cormons in early vicphillips andrew the essex conference 1850 70 in mormons
torian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 142
55 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
pioneer potpourri in an enduring legacy 12261 304 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989
poll richard D the british mission during the utah war 1857 58 in
mormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
cormons
malcolm R thorp 224 42 salt lake city university of utah press 1989

382
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history and faith reflections of a mormon historian salt lake city
signature books 1989
the move south BYU studies 29 fall 1989 65 88
pope clayne L households on the american frontier the distribution of
income and wealth in utah 1850 1900 in markets in history economic
studies of the past edited by david W galenson 148 89 cambridge
cambridge university press 1989
porter paul B psychology at the university of deseret utah A century of
progressive struggle journal odthe
of the history odthe
ofthe
ofthe
of the behavioral sciences 24
45
january 1988 41
4145
quist john polygamy among james strang and his followers the john
whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 31 48
roske ralph J and michael S green gass station las vegas nevada
September October 1989 28 31 69 71
nevada 49 septemberoctober
octavius decatur gass pah ute county pioneer journal of arizona
history 29 winter 1988 371 90
west 26 fall 1989 14 19
sasser charles W massacre at mountain meadows old
oldwest26
oid
schmalz charles L sugar beets in cache valley an amalgamation of agriculture and industry utah historical quarterly 57 fall 1989 370 88
schoemaker george H symbolic consideration in nineteenth century tombFall 1988 19 26
summersall
summerfall
stone art in utah material culture 20 Summer
schweikart larry making money the old fashioned way banking before the
43
January 1990 33
1989january
civil war Timeline december 1989
333
mormons and their
zion scandinavian studies
seljaas helge scandinavian cormons
theirzion
60 autumn 1988 445 52
shrontz duane alta A peoples story salt lake city alta ski lifts corporation 1989
sillito john and constance L lieber in blessing we too were blessed
mormon women and spiritual gifts weber studies 5 spring 1988
61 73

smart paul F the history of the early members of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints in preston lancashire england masters thesis
brigham young university 1989
smart william B two little known pageants of the west pioneering in castle
valley this people 10 summer 1989 37 38 42
smith carmen the lost well of the mormon battalion rediscovered utah
historical quarterly 57 summer 1989 277 86
authorized
smith marcus sidney with them were ten thousand and more the theauthorized
history of the oratorio society of utah salt lake city actaeon books 1989
stocks hugh G RLDS publishing and the book of mormon 1860 1910 the
john whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 59 73
stokes william lee BYU tomorrow salt lake city author 1989
launer
lanter day saints
of jesus christ oflatter
of latter
the stone rolls forth A history of the church ofjesus
in southeastern colorado 1846 1986 colorado springs colorado
stake 1988
stuy brian H ed collected discourses delivered by president wilford woodruff his two counselors the twelve apostles volume 3 1892 1893
burbank calif BHS publishing 1989
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swetnam susan H turning to the mothers mormon womens biographies of
their female forebears and the mormon churche
churchs expectations for
women frontiers A journal of women studies 10 fall 1988 1 6
taylor paul A miracle in dixie true west 36 june 1989 52 55
terry jill exploring belief and custom the study of mormon folklore utah
folklore newsletter 23 winter 1989 2 5
thompson george A throw down the box treasure tales from gilmer &
salisbury the western stagecoach king salt lake city dream garden
press 1989
thorp malcolm R early mormon confrontations with sectarianism 1837
40
183740
cormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
in mormons
malcolm R thorp 49 69 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
cormons
tobler douglas F and nelson B wadsworth the history of the mormons
Mormons in photographs and text 1830 to the present new york st martins press 1989
top brent L legacy of the mormon pavilion ensign 19 october 1989 22 28
trimble stephen the sagebrush ocean A natural history of the great basin
reno university of nevada press 1989
tripp george tooele
thoele what Is the names origin utah historical quarterly
57 summer 1989 273 76
underwood grant the new england origins of mormonism revisited
journal of mormon history 15 1989 15 25
cormons in early
the religious milieu of english mormonism in mormons
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 311
48 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
van orden lavonne comp blessed by the hymns salt lake city deseret book

co

1989

van wagoner richard

S

mormon polygamy A history 2d
ad ed salt lake city

signature books 1989
saratoga utah lakes oldest resort utah historical quarterly 57
spring 1989 108 24
vardey james F brigham and the brigadier general patrick connor and his
varley
california volunteers in utah and along the overland trail tucson
westernlore
lore press 1989
westemlore
ariz Western
Mormoni sms anti masonick bible the john whitmer
vogel dan mormonisms
historiwhitmerhistori
cal association journal 9 1989 17 30
walker ronald W toward a reconstruction of mormon and indian relations
1
1847 1877
BYU studies 29 fall 1989 23 42
877
walker ronald W and alexander M starr shattering the vase the razing of the
old salt lake theatre utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 64 88
warren scott victorian bonanza victorian architecture of the rocky mountain
west flagstaff ariz northland publishers 1989
westergren bruce N utahs gamble with pari mutuel betting in the early
twentieth century utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 4 23
westwood richard E early fur fanning
farming in utah utah historical quarterly 57

232

fall 1989 320

39

monnon went to press ensign 19 february 1989 43 47
where the book of mormon
whittaker david J almanacs in the new england heritage of mormonism
BYU studies 29 fall 1989 89 113
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wilcox pearl roots of the reorganized latter day saints in southern iowa
independence mo author 1989
cormons in america 1830 1846
ofliberty mormons
winn kenneth H exiles in a land of liberty
chapel hill university of north carolina press 1989
wyatt gary mormon polygyny in the nineteenth century A theoretical
1990 13 20
comparative family studies 20 spring 199013
analysis journal of ofcomparative
44 salt lake city daughters of
the year 1888 in an enduring legacy 121
1214
utah pioneers 1989

inspirational
andersen H verlan always remember the new era 19 april 1989 4 6
ashton marvin J come and see the new era 21 19 december 1989 4 7
he loveth that which Is right in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and
Fireside speeches 105 10 provo utah university
andfireside
publications 1989
babbel frederick W bring forth your light salt lake city bookcraft 1989
ballard M russell the power of commitment the new era 21 19 november 1989 4 6
benson ezra taft think on christ ensign 19 march 1989 2 4
to the children of the church an address salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
of the most worth the new era 19 june 1989 4 6
black donald J A pocket full ofmiracles
of heart warming true
of miracles A collection rofheart
ofheart
stories salt lake city covenant publishers 1989
peano
plano
pianovocal
bradford jeff songs of the savior artistic pianolvocal
Piano Vocal arrangements bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
brewster hoyt W jr A time
for youth salt lake city bookcraft 1989
timefor
Carlfred
earlfred the uses of adversity in As women of faith talks sebroderick carlfred
lected prom
from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and
lectedfrom
book co 1989
deseretbook
lake city deseret
carol cornwall madsen 171 90 sait
salt
saltlake
stories thatteach gospel principles salt
burgess allan K and max H molgard stones
lake city bookcraft 1989
busche F enzio powerfully strong the new era 19 march 19894 7
gor
cannon elaine godbless
god bless
and
biess the sick andafflicted
ani afflicted salt lake city bookcraft 1989
make it a good day the new era 21 19 october 1989 8 10
carmack john K to my single friends ensign 19 march 1989 26 3311
chidester C richard christ centered teaching ensign 19 october 1989 6 9
christensen don M and arda jean christensen you can have happy obedient
children salt lake city publishers press 1989
christensen joe J welcome home salt lake city bookcraft 1989
clarke J richard choice the crucible of character in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 97 103
provo utah university publications 1989
de jager jacob perfecting the saints in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and fireside speeches 85 95 provo utah university
publications 1989
didier charles perception the new era 19 february 1989 4 6
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douglas colin B what ive learned about grace since coming down from the
sycamore tree ensign 19 april 1989 12 16
durrant george that thine alms may be in secret salt lake city bookcraft
1989

edwards deanna grieving the pain and the promise salt lake city covenant
publishers 1989
england eugene ed converted to christ through the book ofmormon
of mormon salt lake
city deseret book co 1989
eyre richard M serendipity of the spirit ap
np homebase
Homebase publishers 1988
eyring henry B do what they think you cant do the new era 21 19
october 1989 4 6
listen together in brigham young university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 11 211 provo utah university publica
eions 1989
tions
firmage edwin B reconciliation dialogue 22 fall 1989 130 45
the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles we add our
witness ensign 19 march 1989 5 9
gibbons francis M mind over matter the new era 19 january 1989 4 7
gibbons ted renting the veil ofheaven
Book cards 1989
bookcards
of heaven orem utah keepsake bookwards
message for merrie
grasoli
grassli
pian
plannorme
Grassli michaelene 1I will follow gods planforme
merrle miss
for me A messageformerrie
forMe
grasoli
girls
Grassli salt lake city deseret book co 1989
girlsfrom
trom
from michaelene grassli
hafen bruce C the waning of belonging ensign 19 october 1989 68 72
harbertson robert B restoration of the aaronic priesthood ensign 19 july
1989 76 77
Ful ness the spirit filled path
harris jay martin and trudy martin gaining the falness
fulness
to exaltation bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
Speak eth so Is he orem utah keepsake
harrison grant von As a man speaketh
bookwards 1989
Bookcards
bookcards
hill norman C the road back salt lake city bookcraft 1989
hinckley gordon B in search of peace and freedom ensign 19 august
1989 2 6
gennan
Ge
nuan bad Rei
reichenhall
sei ein vorbild be thou an example germany
chenhall LDS
books 1989
to single adults ensign 19 june 1989 75 77
hinckley marjorie P building the kingdom from a firm
finn foundation in As
women of faith talks selectedfrom
selected from the BYU womens conferences
edited by mary E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 3 12 salt lake
city deseret book co 1989
holland jeffrey R at their most enlightened and alert in brigham young
any
university 1988 1989 devotional andfireside
and fireside speeches 27 35 provo
utah university publications 1989
the will of the father in all things in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 75 84 provo utah
university publications 1989
on earth As it Is in heaven sait
holland jeffrey R and patricia T holland onearthasitis
salt lake
saltlake
city deseret book co 1989
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holland patricia T filling the measure of your creation in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and
andfireside
fireside speeches 71 73 provo
utah university publications 1989
be renewed in the spirit of your mind in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 23 26 provo utah
university publications 1989
hunter howard W fear not little flock in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 111 16 provo utah
university publications 1989
kapp ardeth G that we may prepare to do our part in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 123 32
provo utah university publications 1989
just the two of Us for now ensign 19 february 1989 20 24
kapp ardeth greene ofinfinite
of infinite worth salt lake city deseret book co 1989
kinard J spencer A moments pause from the spoken word salt lake city
deseret book co 1989
Anch
largey dennis L Anchors
anck orsor
anchorsfor
anchorsor
for the soul salt lake city bookcraft 1989
larsen dean L they have their reward the new era 19 may 1989
198944 7
lay hold upon the word of god melchizedek priesthood personal study guide
1 salt lake city
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
madsen ann N A voice demands that we ascend dare the encounter
building a relationship with god inas
in As women offaith
faith talks selected
of falth
from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 148 67 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
major jill C lauren C leifson and hollie C bevan encircled by love salt
lake city deseret book co 1989
maxwell neal A women of faith in As women offaith
selected prom
faeth talks selectedfrom
faith
from
of falth
the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 13 25 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
monson thomas S all that the father has ensign 19 july 1989 68 72
germany bad
das beste was du sein kannst
kanost be your best seit
self
selt german
sef
Rei
reichenhall LDS books 1989
chenhall
finishers wanted ensign 19 june 1989 2 5
the precious gift of sight ensign 19 september 1989 2 5
your jericho road ensign 19 february 1989 2 5
nelson russell M addiction or freedom the new era 19 september
1989

4 7

null kathleen casey

where are we going besides crazy salt lake city

bookcraft 1989

oaks dallin H

family history in wisdom and order

ensign 19 june

1989

6 8
richard D the atonement

np 1989
at BYU provo utah ap
pace glenn L the elusive balance the new era 19 march 1989 44 50
packer boydk
era 21 19 august 1989
TheNe
boyd K the decision of life thenewera
w
eta
wEra
boyak
the new
198944 6
A tribute to women ensign 19 july 1989 72 75
parry jay A the one minute secret salt lake city bookcraft 1989
olsen
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peck elbert eugene the children of god sunstone 13 april 1989 5
peterson H burke unrighteous dominion ensign 19 july 1989 6 11
rasmussen dennis therefore choose life in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 117 22 provo utah
university publications 1989
rememberme
remember me reliefsociety
relief society personal study guide 1 salt lake city the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989
rudd glen L keeping the gospel simple ensign 19 january 1989 69 73
simpson robert L the next fifteen minutes the new era 19 july 1989 4 6
essays from
smart william B messagesor
Message
messagesfor
trom the church
Messages
sor
for a happier life inspiring essaysfrom
news salt lake city deseret book co 1989
sonnenberg john making memories in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and fireside speeches 37 46 provo utah university
publications 1989
stoker kevin missionary moments salt lake city bookcraft 1989
stovall mary E and carol cornwall madsen eds As women of faith talks
selected from the BYU womens conferences salt lake city deseret
selectedfrom

book co 1989
thayne emma lou asfor
As jor
for me and my house salt lake city bookcraft 1989
whyte marilyn lifes interruptions A treasury of hope and encouragement
orem utah cedar fort 1989
winder barbara W education unlocking opportunity in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 1 9 provo
utah university publications 1989
woods ron what messages are your kids giving you salt lake city
bookcraft 1989
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